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Report: Carroll could command more than $12 million per year 

 By James Herbert 

DeMarre Carroll proved his worth to the Atlanta Hawks and the entire NBA in the playoffs. Before his 

knee injury in the Eastern Conference finals against the Cleveland Cavaliers, the lone non-All-Star in 

Atlanta's starting lineup was the team's most consistent player. He averaged 14.6 points and 6.1 

rebounds per game in the postseason, shooting 48.6 percent from the field and 40.3 percent from the 3-

point line while playing great defense. Those numbers would have been even better if he hadn't gotten 

hurt. 

This means that, in July, he is headed for a huge payday. From ESPN's Kevin Arnovitz: 

There might not be a player in the league who drove up his price more than Carroll this season -- and 

postseason. League sources say that the high appraisal on Carroll is four years and $50 million, with the 

regular caveat these days (see above) that the combination of a league brimming with cap space and a 

salary-cap number one year away from an historic explosion could compel a single team to go even 

higher. 

The Hawks like Carroll a ton, but they're also a pragmatic and unemotional front office that doesn't have 

a single player on their roster under a contract that's unfavorable to the team. That's unlikely to change 

going forward, whether or not Carroll gets an outsized offer from one of 29 other teams. And as much as 

Carroll treasures the opportunity and trust he's been given in Atlanta, he's worked his whole life for the 

contract he'll sign this summer. He's boosted his value and now intends to cash in on it. 

The idea of Carroll as a $12 million (or more) player suddenly doesn't seem strange at all. He's a tough 

defender, an excellent 3-point shooter and a ball mover, the kind of player every team would like to 

have on the wing. His seven 20-point games in the first two rounds showed he's a better individual 

scorer than he's traditionally been given credit for, too. It's wild to think about this, though, in terms of 

where Carroll's career was a couple of years ago. 

The Hawks signed him for two years and $5 million in 2013, following a season spent with the Utah 

Jazz where he averaged a modest 6.8 points and 2.8 rebounds per game, both career highs at the time. 

Atlanta, his fifth team in five years, helped transform Carroll into a 3-point shooter. His endless work on 

his shot paid off more than anybody outside of the organization expected. 

Any team could have had Carroll, and this turned out to be the perfect situation. Now, though, it'll be 

complicated for the Hawks to keep him. As Arnovitz noted, Paul Millsap is in line for a maximum 

contract. Atlanta's front office will surely try to create some cap space and keep both of them, but it will 

likely be hesitant to make an offer that gets in the way of improving the team in the future. The 

downside: if the Hawks lose him, they lose a big part of what made them great this season. 

   


